Should Your Business Outsource? Seek Examples of Benefits
of Outsourcing Employees and Risks and Oppertunities
To outsource or not to outsource? That is the question many small business owners and even large
corporations alike are asking themselves each and every day. Outsourcing has with it many benefits
including increased flexibility, accountability, improving the budget bottom line and less capital start
up costs. However risks are also inherent in any new business strategy or thought process and this
can include outsourcing.
On the other hand with each business decision, risk can be managed. The benefits can far outweigh
the inherent risks of outsourcing with a few smart choices. By intelligently choosing a provider that
matches your intended skill requirements, carefully detailing and outlining your project
requirements, and ensuring that you maintain the requirements within budget, you can mitigate
most of the things that can go wrong in your project.
Most small businesses have a few common fears in regards to outsourcing. A fear of the unknown is
one of the more common fears among some larger organizations that may be reluctant to outsource
projects. Many companies are not familiar with outsourcing and are used to getting all they require
in-house. Of course this same company may be bound by lack of growth and innovation which could
grow with outsourcing. Also, the talent pool and skills obtained that may be completely unavailable
to the organization allow the organization to reach milestones and achieve success that may never
have been possible with their current employees.
Another fear is that managers may feel that outsourced projects are more difficult to oversee and
manage with an eagle eye. Outsourcing limits the ability to oversee each and every aspect of the
project from start to finish and to evaluate each step along the way. Many managers like to be within
earshot of their employees to tackle any problems together. Internal employees devoted to a project
are more easily evaluated and can be guided through performance and work appraisals.
The fact of the matter is that an outsourced project can in fact result in a manageable outcome as
much as any other strategy as long as there are well-defined contractual obligations and project
reporting requirements. Whether your company or business decides to go fully down the road of
outsourcing it might pay to at least try it on a small trial basis. With small successes you might then
decide to move onto larger ones. While there are risks inherent in any venture, there are more
benefits found in outsourcing than many other business strategies.
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